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With some members expressing concerns with the possible impacts and not fond of selling water 

rights from that area, the Walker River Irrigation District Board voted 3-2 to deny a request for 

monitoring devices near the district’s Bridgeport reservoir. 

A motion at the Sept. 8 WRID board meeting to approve the request from Mono County and 

U.S. Geological Survey to install proposed monitoring devices low-impact instrumentation for 

monitoring activities on WRID property in Bridgeport Valley for monitoring activities failed by 

a 3-2 vote, with directors David Little, David Giorgi and Dennis Acciari opposing and directors 

Richard Nuti and Jim Snyder in favor. 

Some of those present expressed opposition to the acquisition of water rights for Walker Lake 

from the “high country,” as that could negatively impact the entire system. 

While the initial federal legislation that funded the Walker River Basin acquisition program to 

purchase water rights to send more water to Walker Lake only mentioned Nevada, water rights 

acquisitions farther upstream were not pursued. However, a subsequent legislation in 2012 listed 

California as well for the water rights acquisitions so the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation, 

contracted to conduct this program, began looking at water rights purchases farther up in the 

system. 

However, in order for NFWF to do a water right transfer and/or leasing from the Bridgeport 

valley for downstream in-stream use, by California law, the California Environmental Quality 

Act requires more work. That law requires an assessment of potential impacts to local 

groundwater resources to protect existing water rights and the resource. 

As part of this, Mono County has contracted with USGS and Desert Research Institute to 

perform work related to this. 

According to a handout for the meeting, to assess potential impacts, scientists need to know 

aquifer properties and relations between surface water and groundwater in the valley. 

To fully do this, USGS was seeking permission from WRID, a major property owner in 

Bridgeport Valley at the reservoir, to install and monitor low-impact instrumentation for that 

purpose, for a period until the end of calendar year 2015. 

This entails installation and monitoring of temporary drive-point piezometers (mini shallow 

wells installed by hand) and steam-stage monitors southwest of Bridgeport Reservoir. The 



handout noted the piezometers and stream stage monitors would be visited monthly and 

discontinued and removed in early 2016. 

A long discussion ensued on this issue at the WRID board meeting with questions and concerns 

expressed from the board and the audience in attendance. 

Several personnel from USGS, Mono County and another consultant were present along with 

NFWF program director Joy Morris. 

Several said a purpose of this is to learn how groundwater and the hydrology works in the 

Bridgeport valley. 

Smith Valley rancher Pete Fenili said the way the system works, is that if water leaves the high 

country through the water acquisition, it would impact the system negatively all the way around. 

Giorgi said similar thoughts and recommended they buy water rights from both sides of the 

valley, if they do. 

Morris said NFWF has an agreement with WRID regarding consumptive use. 

She said this is an initial step and this is a slow process that is in the early stages and WRID 

general counsel Gordon DePaoli agreed, that this would be several years out. 

Morris said NFWF would come back to WRID and work with them on this process. In a separate 

interview she said one reason for looking to acquire water rights in the higher areas of the basin 

is to spread out the impacts and not buy them all in one area. 

WRID chairman Jim Snyder said WRID cooperating in this could have some positive effects. 

“From our perspective, this isn’t good timing,” Director Little said, referring to the continuing 

drought. 

Giorgi asked, “Why now, why not years ago?” 

Scott Burns, a Mono County representative, replied, “Mono County had never been approached 

about water transfers” before. 

 


